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LVX System is the inventor and innovative leader in the fast-emerging Visible Light Communication (VLC) and
Light Fidelity (Li-Fi) market. LVX technology uses cost-effective LEDs to send and receive data by modulating the
same photons that are used for lighting. By combining illumination with secure wireless communication, LVX
provides a more affordable and secure solution to traditional radio waves and Wi-Fi.
VLC technology is advancing to the next stage of development which entails bringing this patented technology to a
broad marketplace. In North America this new market is anticipated to reach a valuation of $60 billion by 2022.
Al Nagy was recently elected board chairman of LVX System to oversee this phase. Nagy’s background in building
successful businesses offers a unique perspective in strategic planning that aligns well with the operations and
systems needed to maximize the impact of LVX technologies.
“Over the past six months, I’ve been fortunate to work alongside Felicity-John and the LVX team,” said
Nagy. “That experience has given me great confidence in the team’s ability to effectively monetize LVX
System’s patented technologies.”
LVX technologies are the freeway to future data routing. Just as cell phones evolved into smartphones, the roadmap
for future VLC driven applications is practically infinite. VLC will maximize the potential of the Internet of Things
(IoT), empowering the securely connected home and industry. As the pioneer and foundational VLC patent holder,
in this new frontier of communication through light photons, LVX is poised to monetize this proprietary research
into billions of dollars of recurring revenue.
As we enter this next phase for LVX we invite you to get involved. Together, we can all achieve more, and
partnerships on multiple fronts are essential to our long-term success. Click here to learn more.
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